Planning and Preparing for Multi-Sport Games
My Journey In Sport...
'Preparing for The Games'
Ready to join?

88 Players

Kahoot!

Start

Play with the new Kahoot! app

Download on the App Store

Get it on Google Play
Tokyo 2020

1. How many sports will compete at the Tokyo Olympic Games?  33

2. How many sports will compete at the Tokyo Paralympic Games?  22

3. What are the two new sports competing for the first time at the Paralympic Games?  Badminton and Taekwondo

4. How many times will Tokyo have hosted the summer Olympic Games?  2

5. What will the Tokyo 2020 medals be made out of?  Mobile phones and electronics
Badminton

1. How many medal events does Badminton have at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games?
   - 14

2. How many athletes will compete in Badminton at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games?
   - 90

3. What year did Badminton officially become an Olympic Sport?
   - Barcelona, 1992

4. Where will the Badminton competition be held at the Tokyo Olympic Games?
   - Musashino Forest Sports Plaza

5. Which nation has won the most medals in Badminton at the Olympic Games?
   - China, 8 medals in 2000, 2008 & 2012
Preparing for Multi-Sport Games

Best Prepared?

Understand the Environment + Understand the Team =

British Paralympic Association
The Games ARE Unique
Ceremonies
Media
Crowds
Security and Accreditation
**Performance Strategy**

**Vision**

Through sport inspire a better world for disabled people

**Mission**

To make the UK world leading on and off the field of play

To define and deliver a ‘best prepared’ approach to the selection, management, delivery and leadership of ParalympicsGB at the Paralympic Games: underpinned by an optimal Games-time Team infrastructure which supports athletes and staff to thrive in the environment and, a values driven culture from preparation in to the Games

**Objectives**

**PS1** Unrivalled knowledge of the Games environment

- T1 Targeted time in the environment
- T2 Develop an International Relationships Strategy with key partners
- T3 Review and re-establish specialist advisory and working groups
- T4 Re-design and delivery of Games PPPT
- T5 Maximize opportunities for knowledge transfer in HP system

**PS2** Planning and delivery of mandated specialist core services

- T1 Identify structure, roles and people to support delivery of a Best Prepared team
- T2 Retain and refine world leading programme management systems and structures
- T3 Act as a system & Paralympic movement leader in Classification
- T4 Reconfirm and implement the BPA’s Games Qualification and Selection Strategy and 2020 Accreditation Strategy
- T5 Reinforce the performance focussed approach to Games Operational Delivery

**PS3** Develop and deliver an optimal preparation strategy

- T1 Development and refinement of a best practice preparation framework for Tokyo environment
- T2 Secure a world class preparation infrastructure
- T3 Identification of expert practitioners
- T4 Support for in-environment opportunities to test, refine and deliver optimal pre Games preparation
- T5 Optimize the Paralympic Games environment for next generation success

**PS4** Unparalleled Games readiness

- T1 Creation of a performance focused and values driven ParalympicsGB team
- T2 Develop role specific understanding of the Games overlay
- T3 Development of a best prepared / Games-ready toolkit
- T4 Lead and support a collaborative approach to Games education / Games readiness programme
- T5 Optimize the Paralympic Games environment for next generation success

**PS5** Delivery of a cohesive performance environment at Games time

- T1 Deployment of a world class, values driven Games delivery team
- T2 Identify and deliver the best systems and services to create a performance edge
- T3 Creation of a bespoke Paralympic Performance Centre
- T4 Implementation of an optimised athlete and staff welfare system
Preparing Your Team for Multi-Sport Games
Games Readiness Tool

1. The Team
2. Pre-Games Prep
3. Comp & Village Environment
4. Tokyo Environment
5. Athlete & Staff Health
6. Games Education
7. Anti-doping
8. Friends & Family

0. Thinking
We have not yet thought about this

1. Planning
We are thinking about it, but not yet actively planning

2. Planning
We are actively exploring options and developing plans but these are not yet finalised

3. Testing
Our plans & strategies have been developed and are being tested & reviewed

4. Testing

5. Games Ready
Our plans & strategies are confirmed. They have been tested, refined and practiced. We are Games Ready!
How Prepared Are We?
Planning to Testing
(mean scores by theme for 14 sports)

- Friends & Family
- Games Education
- Comp & Village
- Pre-Games Prep
- Tokyo Environment
- The Team
- Anti-doping
- Health & Wellbeing

Round 2
Round 1

Thinking
Planning
Testing
Games Ready
‘Thriving in the Environment’
Thank You

Any Questions?